Slate Grey-N is a dark, warm-toned, charcoal grey quartz that has tiny flecks of clear details throughout. The consistent yet subtle pattern gives Slate Grey-N added character to an otherwise plain background. The Della Terra® Quartz, a natural quartz surface, is a blend of nature and technology. It consists of up to 94% quartz, one of the hardest minerals in nature. Color controlled quartz is blended together with technologically advanced polymers. Della Terra® Quartz surfaces are ultra-durable, resistant to scratches and chipping, plus its dense composition makes it highly resistant to staining. During fabrication, it is recommended to use denatured alcohol rather than acetone to clean quartz slabs. However, if acetone is used, it should first be applied with a rag, wiping on and off immediately. For more information, please visit our website at www.arizonatile.com.